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SECTION _ A

' (8r:0'5 = 4)1. Oneword answer l

a) LevelO DFD is also called

b) The degree of interaction between two modules is known as

c) Cyclomatic complexity of a flow graph G with n vertices and e edges is

d) The relationship of data elements in a module is called

e) Boundary value analysis belongs to

f) Alpha testing is done at

g) FAST stands for

h) The spiral model was originally proposed by

SECTION _ B

Write short notes on any seven of the following questions : ('7t2=141':

. 2. Define software engineering.

13. What does Level 0 DFD represent ?
I

- 4. What is cyclomatic complexity ?

5. What are the fundamental activities of a software process ?

6. What are non functional requirements ?
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Define design process.

What is a boundary vatue analysis ?

Define Verification,
i

Explain the disadvantages of classic.life cycle model.
,:

What are the two.levels of te6ting ?. . , . .,.rr._,:.,.;
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Answerany four of the following questions :

,12. Draw a diagram for pure waterfall life cycle.

What is coupling ?

Give the characteriplics of a good design.

What ar€ lhe@fltents um.dmltd csntainrin.fea$bllity repwt ?

17, What are the steps followed in testinE ?

. SECTION _ D

Answer any two of the following questioris : ' '

18. Explain the different phases involved ln waterfall life cycle.

1 9. Explain Software Requirement Speeit'rcation.

20. What are the different types of Cohesion ?

21. Write short notes on black box and white box testing.

(;2x5=10)


